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Learning Objectives
• Learning Objective # 1
Participants will learn about how larger scale planning can benefit regional economic
expansion while also protecting the environment.
• Learning Objective # 2
Attendees will learn about development of water and land management strategies
where local agricultural interests are incentivized to benefit the region.

• Learning Objective # 3
Attendees will learn about how coastal occupation can transform in relation to sea level
rise and climate change.
• Learning Objective # 4
Participants will understand the capacity of the systematic planning to impact a region.
• Learning Objective # 5
Attendees will learn about how the RPA has shifted from concentric planning centered
on a metropolis to planning of corridors

Session guide
Robert Freudenberg will introduce the panel with a brief
overview of Regional Plan Association’s mission and legacy of
regional planning. He will highlight the major issues facing the
New York City metropolitan region and how the organization’s
recently-released 4th Regional Plan put forward strategies to
address them, with a focus on the intersection between the
built and natural environments.

Session guide
Catherine Seavitt Nordenson will discuss the genesis of the RPA
Design Initiative and the development of the Corridor
Workbook, establishing the corridor as a linear ecology and
defining the four regional and ecological corridors:
Highlands/Forest, Bight/Ocean, Triboro/City, and Inner
Ring/Suburb. She will also discuss the forthcoming book
documenting the history of design at the Regional Plan
Association as well as the work of the four RPA Design Initiative
teams.

Session guide
Ellen Neises will present the design work of Port and Range on the Highlands Corridor,
the “green belt” made up of diverse landscapes just 30 miles from the New York
metropolitan core. Port and Range used design and new resource exchange tools to integrate
conservation and development, ecosystems and economies, and the design and
management of land to propose super-scale landscape infrastructures that increase the
productivity of resources and forge new upstream / downstream relationships.

Session guide
Susannah Churchill Drake will discuss her collaboration with
Rafi Segal and MIT transforming the waterfront into a new
Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) . The proposal moves people
out of flood zones, encourages upland development, and
restores ecological the function of barrier islands.
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